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Spartan Angling
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viously and others, like two of
the kids in his current class,
having access to both fishing
boats and the trucks needed to
haul and launch them.
On this day, half of the kids
ended up in those two boats,
while the rest fished with
Adam on his family’s pontoon.
Those two students with boats
trailered the boats to the lake,
while the rest of the party was
given a lift, along with all of
their gear, on a school bus.
Plans were to pick them up
after fishing at around 2:30
p.m.
It was a full school day’s
worth of fishing, complete
with a lunch and hanging
out at Adam’s cabin property
with a fire pit going to roast
bratwursts and marshmallows
before they all headed back
out for more fishing.
Jesse Adams, whose previous fishing experience was
limited, wound up catching a
pair of northern pike.
“It’s my first fish,” he said
of the first of those pike. But
further prodding revealed it
was his first game fish – he’d
previously caught a bluegill.
“Well, it’s the first fish worth
talking about,” Adams clarified after releasing the fish.
Adam allowed each student
to decide on whether or not
they would keep their fish,
and most fish were put back in
the lake. Just a few were kept.
“Jesse, you could have
mounted it to your wall,” said
Jacob Niemi, who hoped to
take home any fish he caught
to his parents for a meal.

All of the kids ended up
catching at least one fish.
Senior Alex Karanen, whose
family has property on the
lake and who trailered one
of the two boats to the lake,
caught a pair of dandies – a
thick, 28-inch pike, which he
planned to keep, and a chunky
largemouth bass of about 31⁄2
pounds, which he released
after showing it to his classmates.
The fishing on the pontoon
started out a little slowly; it
took about two hours before
Adams caught the first of his
two northerns.
“Somebody has to break the
ice here,” said Adam, allowing
the kids to do some casting,
then some trolling throughout

the day. In the afternoon, one
of the kids suggested they pull
up to a spot for some bluegill
fishing with bobbers and
worms, but Adam’s bluegill
spot, a shallow bay, ended
up producing only one of the
panfish.
Adam intended to keep
the “keeper” fish cold until
the following day, when he
planned to fillet them during
the fishing class.
“Throw and grow, or hook
and cook,” he joked, when
kids were confronted with
deciding what to do with their
fish. “You get to pick, but you
can’t be against eating fish
because they taste so darned
good.”
Throughout the day, he
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reminded the students how
good they had it.
“You could be in third hour
right now,” he told them earlier in the day, reminding them
later of what hour they’d be in
on a few other occasions after
checking the time.
The kids had an idea how
lucky they were that Adam
had taken the initiative to
launch the class, especially

when it was about time to
pack up and go.
“Where are we going?”
Niemi asked.
“Back to reality,” Adam said.
“Can we come back tomorrow?” Niemi asked.
The answer was no, but luckily for the Spartan Angling
students, that reality includes
two more field trips.
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Gear & Gadgets

HIGH VOLTAGE BY JEBS CHOKES
From the leading choke tube company
in the nation, JEBS High Voltage Chokes
are taking the waterfowl community by
storm.
Designed to easily and effectively
handle steel, lead, bismuth or any other
shot.
The patented
design gives
the shooter
more of a
consistent
pattern and incredible knockdown power for those longer
shots.
Offered in ported and non-ported
models in either black nitrate or original
dull.
JEBS High Voltage Waterfowl Chokes
available in:
• .410
• 28 Gauge
• 20 Gauge
• 12 Gauge
• 10 Gauge
Since 2011, JEBS Chokes have manufactured the highest quality: Sporting Clay,
Turkey, Upland, and Waterfowl choke
tubes available on the market to date.
Made 100% in the U.S.A. & boasting a
revolutionary interior-bore design, these
patented choke tubes produce distinctly
tighter patterns as well as providing one
of the most advanced recoil-reduction
systems known to man.
Please visit www.jebschokes.com.

MUDDY OUTDOORS INFINITY SERIES
GROUND BLINDS OFFER INFINITE USERCUSTOMIZATION
Muddy Outdoors all-new Infinity ground
blinds set new benchmarks for concealment,
and customization.
In designing the Infinity 2-Man and
Infinity 3-Man blinds, the Muddy engineers
considered the key needs of bowhunters —
specifically, the need to configure the window
opening to meet changing hunting conditions.
To meet these objectives, new Shadow
Mesh™ window curtains were first selected to
provide true one-way viewing and to eliminate
the need for conventional primary window
panels. The Infinity 2 features a silent-slide
window adjustment system to provide hunters
the ability to independently raise or lower the
dual Shadow Mesh windows for top or bottom
viewing, depending on the hunter’s needs.
Also, a specialized memory wire was incorporated into the Shadow Mesh windows (available only on 2-Man model). This is a unique
feature that allows the hunter to customform the window to best match the hunting
scenario and shooting style (crossbow,
rifle, shotgun or vertical bow). The Infinity 3
features three independent silent drop down
windows. The Infinity series have an ultradark interior to assist in staying undetected.
Optimal concealment also comes via
the Infinity’s Veil Camo pattern. For “scent
concealment,” the Infinity blinds include pockets for ozone-generating devices.
Muddy is a subsidiary brand under GSM
Outdoors. For more information please visit
www.gsmoutdoors.com.

ARCTIC SHIELD HEAT ECHO SELECT
WADERS
The ArcticShield Heat Echo Select
Waders feature patent pending Retain
Active material
strategically
placed throughout the wader
upper. Retain
Active provides
20 percent more
warmth, and
reduces the
overall weight of
the wader.
ArcticShield
Retain™ Active,
is a patent-pending technology,
which efficiently
retains body
heat by providing thermal
insulation, but
also allows the
product to be
breathable and
extremely thin, providing not only comfort,
but agility to move freely.
The Heat Echo Select Chest wader has
X-style suspenders with reverse buckles,
which can also be used as a belt, to cinch
the wader. The Chest Wader features a
draw cord adjustment, two-way zippered
chest pocket with a pass-behind hand
warmer pocket, heavy-duty web belt,
double-layered, reinforced knee and seat
area, articulated knees, and neoprene boot
gaiters.
The Heat Echo Select Chest Waders
are available in regular and stout sizes,
and in a stocking foot waist wader option is
also available.
ArcticShield® is one of several brands
manufactured by Absolute Outdoor, Inc.
For more information about this and all
our other products from ArcticShield, visit
www.arcticshieldoutdoor.com.

COYOTE CYCLONE FLASHER
ATTRACTS FISH AT MULTIPLE SPEEDS
Luhr-Jensen’s new easy-pulling, fully
rotating Coyote Cyclone Flasher features an
innovative Kick-Fin design that enables it to
call in big salmon and lake trout at several
trolling speeds.
The patent-pending Coyote Cyclone
Flasher rotates in a wide, elliptical pattern,
adding fish-attracting flash and motion to
your trolling presentation. Its namesake
cyclone blade rotates independently in the
flasher’s center, adding a strobing flash and
vibration.
Luhr-Jensen consulted numerous Great
Lakes captains in different ports for almost
three years while designing and engineering
the Coyote Cyclone Flasher.
The Coyote Cyclone Flasher is available
in two sizes – 8-1⁄2 inches and 11 inches. In
the early half of this summer, the smaller
model has helped Great Lakes anglers
attract salmon and lake trout to Luhr-Jensen
Flash Flies. Later in the summer, after the
water has warmed considerably, those
anglers will catch bigger fish by pulling LuhrJensen Twinkie Rigs behind the 11-inch
Coyote Cyclone Flasher.
All the moving parts on a Coyote Cyclone
Flasher are fitted with heavy-duty ball-bearing swivels and welded rings to ensure many
years of fish-attracting action.
Luhr-Jensen is a Rapala Respected
Brand. For more information visit www.
Rapala.com.

2019 GLACIER 817TH FISH HOUSE
At Glacier our goal is to build only
the highest quality ice fishing houses,
constructed of premium materials that
provide lasting value and years of trouble-free service. From our full line of
Standard Features to our Premium Fit and
Finish, you’ll see for yourself how our attention to detail and never-ending commitment
to product improvement sets a Glacier Ice
House apart from the competition and makes
a Glacier Ice House... “The Ultimate Way To
Play For All Seasons!”
The Glacier 817TH features an exterior
length of 17 feet and 96 inches of width.
Its three-bunk system sleeps five people
comfortably and with six holes, there’s plenty
of room for everyone to fish. This single axle
unit sports a 1,084-pound cargo capacity,
comes with two, 30-pound propane tanks,
and a 30,000 BTU forced air furnace.
Like all Glacier Ice Houses, the 817TH
is constructed with the strongest and most
reliable trussed roofing system on the
market today. All Glacier Ice Houses feature
weather sealed, seamless-rubber, trussed
roof constructed of 3/8 inch plywood, all
cedar interiors, LED lighting, strong axle
design, and J-channel trim.
At Glacier we offer custom exterior colors
to fit every taste. From our luxurious metallic
finishes to our bright eye-popping colors
that turn heads, we offer colors to fit every
taste. Using premium quality Aluminum, our
paint resists UV degradation, which prevents
chalking and fading in harsh environments.
Make sure to check out the 817TH and
the entire line up of Glacier Ice Houses – RV
Explorer’s, Toy Haulers, and Shells. Visit
www.glaciericehouse.com for dealers.

